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Ebook free Parental responsibilities and rights .pdf
readers will learn about a citizen s rights and responsibilities through engaging accessible text after reading they will be
able define the difference between a right and a responsibility gives examples of rights people have stood up and fought for
and of responsibilities that are part of good citizenship readers will gain a new understanding of the importance of the
relationship between citizenship and society this book was developed in association with the cobden trust to help students
of 14 19 years learn about their rights and responsibil ities and understand something of the moral and legal concepts that
underlie the law it seeks to achieve these aims in three ways by giving practical information about the law and about
citizens rights and duties by encouraging debate on issues that concern rights and responsibi lities and by developing in
students the skills they will need to help them fi nd their way round the system as they grow up the book has been tested
and found useful on a wide range of courses general studies social studies history english and so on the six chapters of the
book are divided into short subsections mainly of two to four pages these contain a mixture of simple clear explanations
and short case studies many involving young adults with whom students will readily identi fy explanations and case studies
are followed up with suggestions for further fact finding discussion and role play students are asked to put careful thought
into these activities and to draw on their own experience whenever possible this large format book is illustrated with l ine
drawings cartoons photographs newspaper extracts etc ilea catalogue as members of various and often conflicting
communities how do we reconcile what we have come to understand as our human rights with our responsibilities toward
one another with the bright thread of individualism woven through the american psyche where can our sense of duty
toward others be found what has happened to our love even our concern for our neighbor in this revised edition of his
magisterial exploration of these critical questions renowned ethicist arthur dyck revisits and profoundly hones his call for
the moral bonds of community in all areas of contemporary life be it in business politics health care religion and even in
family relationships the right of individuals to consider themselves first has taken precedence over our responsibilities
toward others dyck contends that we must recast the language of rights to take into account our once natural obligations
to all the communities of which we are a part rethinking rights and responsibilities at the nexus of ethics political theory
public policy and law traces how the peculiarly american formulations of the rights of the individual have assaulted our
connections with and responsibilities for those around us dyck critically examines contemporary society and the
relationship between responsibilities and rights particularly as they are expressed in medicine and health care to maintain
that while indeed rights and responsibilities form the moral bonds of community we must begin with the rudimentary task
of taking better care of one another every person has rights and responsibilities they should understand to be an informed
and active citizen this inside guide to an essential civics topic highlights the meaning of rights and responsibilities how
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rights and responsibilities relate to a person s values and ways rights and responsibilities can change easily
comprehensible text pairs with engaging photographs to explore key concepts that deliver an overview of this aspect of
social studies curricula readers explore various rights and responsibilities for citizens of the united states through sidebars
fact boxes graphic organizers and questions that encourage critical thinking declaration of human rights matches many of
the rights children have with the responsibilities they have to others ages 4 why we cannot truly implement human rights
unless we also recognize human responsibilities when we debate questions in international law politics and justice we often
use the language of rights and far less often the language of responsibilities human rights scholars and activists talk about
state responsibility for rights but they do not articulate clear norms about other actors obligations in this book kathryn
sikkink argues that we cannot truly implement human rights unless we also recognize and practice the corresponding
human responsibilities focusing on five areas climate change voting digital privacy freedom of speech and sexual assault
and providing many examples of on the ground initiatives where people choose to embrace a close relationship between
rights and responsibilities sikkink argues for the importance of responsibilities to any comprehensive understanding of
political ethics and human rights with activities photocopiable students pages and teacher s notes based on real case
studies this text supports the citizenship curriculum requirements for legal awareness it is suitable for specialist and non
specialist teachers and can be used with mixed ability groups this book challenges the separation between csr and law it
also demonstrates that brhr may be gradually separating from csr through emphasis on state obligations authors from
around the world discuss how businesses engage in csr and human rights and how governments and intergovernmental
organisations may support business in taking responsibility curriculum for students at secondary education level or above
on rights under the first ten amendments to the u s constitution and the responsibilities of citizenship in this eleventh
volume in the world over series simon and brooks examine and compare the rights and responsibilities of citizenship across
twenty one countries the countries included are canada the united states argentina brazil great britain france germany
italy sweden hungary poland russia israel egypt iran nigeria south africa india china japan and australia in addition to
reporting on the rights that citizens enjoy in these countries as for example the right to run for and hold public office vote
obtain scholarships and hold government positions the authors also describe the responsibilities that are attached to the
role of citizen for example to serve in the military serve on a jury and pay taxes when available simon and brooks report on
public opinion data on how proud respondents are of the country in which they are citizens as measured by such variables
as whether they would rather be a citizen of their country over any other country in the world how proud they are of their
country s political influence in the world how democracy works in their country and whether they believe they should
support their country even if it is in the wrong following a brief chapter on the history of citizenship the book is organized
such that the first section provides a country by country profile of each of the issues describing rights and responsibilities
and reports on the public opinion data the second part is explicity comparative and describes the countries against each
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other excerpt from the citizen his rights and responsibilities before we can determine what are the duties of a citizen we
must first clearly understand what is meant by the word citizen the most obvious meaning of the word meaning of is a
member of a city or else one who possesses the mum rights of a member of a city when we speak of citizens of london
edinburgh or dublin we mean either the men who live in these places and exercise the rights of citizenship or else persons
on whom the rights of citizenship have been con ferred as an honour but it is not in this sense that the word is used in this
book about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works examines the rights and responsibilities of being a citizen discussing such topics
as free speech interest groups voting taxes jury duty and running for office focuses on norway and u s we often think that
care is personal or intimate whereas citizenship is political and public in carefair paul kershaw urges readers to resist this
private public distinction by interrogating care in the context of patriarchy racial suppression and class prejudice the book
develops a convincing case for treating caregiving as a matter of citizenship that obliges and empowers all in society men
as much as women carefair is motivated by the rise of duty discourses across neoliberalism the third way
communitarianism social conservatism and feminisms all of which urge renewed appreciation for obligations in civil society
although unabashedly feminist kershaw argues that convergence between these discourses signals the possibility for
compromise in favour of policies that will deter men from free riding on female care he recommends amendments to
canadian parental leave child care and employment standards as part of a caregiving analogue to workfare one invites us
to rethink the place of care duties and entitlements in our daily lives public policy and perspectives on citizenship a
welcome addition to the literature carefair explores the place of private caregiving in social inclusion the possibility that
privileged breadwinners suffer some exclusion as well as a detailed blueprint for more public investment in work family
balance it will appeal to policy makers and activists interested in ideas as well as to theorists with a pragmatic bent
especially students of citizenship the welfare state and the sociology of the family several generations of americans have
grown up with a very sketchy understanding of the rights granted to them by the constitution today there is a perception
that rights are free and require no responsibility that those rights have always existed and always will but history shows
that rights can be taken away in the blink of an eye this book strives to create an awareness of the intrinsic link between
rights and responsibilities first published in 1992 this is volume 4 of a series of four on cultural diversity and the schools
and focusses on human rights education and global responsibilities one of the major problems facing societies in almost all
parts of the world is the inadequate accommodation of social equity with cultural diversity the crisis emanating from
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neglect of this issue can be seen in societies as different and wide apart as the soviet union india pakistan the united states
and the united kingdom this series seeks to contribute through joint publication and the stimulation of greater discourse to
identify the pathways to a less selfish and parochial response to the continuing dilemma of equity and diversity not solely
within the nation state but also internationally this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant looks at
some of the rights that children have their responsibilities and how the law and the court system balance and uphold those
rights and responsibilities suggested level primary intermediate top scholars systematically explore roles rights and
responsibilities of major participants in uk education the government the educators the learners and the parents they
investigate the inequalities produced by their current arrangement and look into how changing these arrangements might
lead to different outcomes for all involved this volume represents key scholarship on the issue of parental rights and
responsibilities selected from a dense forest of literature the collection offers an overview of the subject and covers topics
such as underlying rationales of who or what is a parent legal concepts of parent and their linkage the legal parent
accommodating complexity the nature and scope of parental rights shared parental responsibility and parental rights and
the state this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
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possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this
report is based on a november 1992 workshop and a february 1993 public forum which discussed some of the social issues
raised by the emergence of electronic communities the workshop examined user provider and other perspectives on
different types of networked communities including those on the internet commercial information services and grass roots
networks the following questions were addressed in the workshop 1 what policies laws regulations or ethical standards
apply to the use of networked services who sets them how are they developed and how are they enforced 2 what are users
expectations regarding privacy and protection of their proprietary rights 3 what are the rights responsibilities and
liabilities of providers or operators of networked services or of users of these services and 4 what problems arise from
connecting systems offering these services to systems that operate under different policies the forum was organized
around a set of hypothetical scenarios designed to illuminate how issues related to and associated with free speech
electronic vandalism the protection of intellectual property interests and privacy might emerge the intent was to focus on
the concerns that policymakers in government and the private sector might have so much of the discussion involved
questions of law and how the current legal regime helps to define the boundaries of what is or is not acceptable conduct on
electronic networks background materials on technology legal underpinnings and the current policy environment are
incorporated into chapters 1 through 3 chapters 4 through 7 are devoted primarily to discussions of free speech electronic
vandalism intellectual property interests and privacy chapter 8 focuses on the deliberations of the steering committee five
appendices provide information about network technology the agendas for the workshop and forum and biographies of the
steering committee mas
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What Are Rights and Responsibilities? 2012-08-15
readers will learn about a citizen s rights and responsibilities through engaging accessible text after reading they will be
able define the difference between a right and a responsibility gives examples of rights people have stood up and fought for
and of responsibilities that are part of good citizenship readers will gain a new understanding of the importance of the
relationship between citizenship and society

Rights, Responsibilities and the Law 1982
this book was developed in association with the cobden trust to help students of 14 19 years learn about their rights and
responsibil ities and understand something of the moral and legal concepts that underlie the law it seeks to achieve these
aims in three ways by giving practical information about the law and about citizens rights and duties by encouraging
debate on issues that concern rights and responsibi lities and by developing in students the skills they will need to help
them fi nd their way round the system as they grow up the book has been tested and found useful on a wide range of
courses general studies social studies history english and so on the six chapters of the book are divided into short
subsections mainly of two to four pages these contain a mixture of simple clear explanations and short case studies many
involving young adults with whom students will readily identi fy explanations and case studies are followed up with
suggestions for further fact finding discussion and role play students are asked to put careful thought into these activities
and to draw on their own experience whenever possible this large format book is illustrated with l ine drawings cartoons
photographs newspaper extracts etc ilea catalogue

Rethinking Rights and Responsibilities 2005-02-08
as members of various and often conflicting communities how do we reconcile what we have come to understand as our
human rights with our responsibilities toward one another with the bright thread of individualism woven through the
american psyche where can our sense of duty toward others be found what has happened to our love even our concern for
our neighbor in this revised edition of his magisterial exploration of these critical questions renowned ethicist arthur dyck
revisits and profoundly hones his call for the moral bonds of community in all areas of contemporary life be it in business
politics health care religion and even in family relationships the right of individuals to consider themselves first has taken
precedence over our responsibilities toward others dyck contends that we must recast the language of rights to take into
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account our once natural obligations to all the communities of which we are a part rethinking rights and responsibilities at
the nexus of ethics political theory public policy and law traces how the peculiarly american formulations of the rights of
the individual have assaulted our connections with and responsibilities for those around us dyck critically examines
contemporary society and the relationship between responsibilities and rights particularly as they are expressed in
medicine and health care to maintain that while indeed rights and responsibilities form the moral bonds of community we
must begin with the rudimentary task of taking better care of one another

Rights and Responsibilities 1977
every person has rights and responsibilities they should understand to be an informed and active citizen this inside guide
to an essential civics topic highlights the meaning of rights and responsibilities how rights and responsibilities relate to a
person s values and ways rights and responsibilities can change easily comprehensible text pairs with engaging
photographs to explore key concepts that deliver an overview of this aspect of social studies curricula readers explore
various rights and responsibilities for citizens of the united states through sidebars fact boxes graphic organizers and
questions that encourage critical thinking

Rights and Responsibilities 2020-12-15
declaration of human rights

The Relationship Between Rights and Responsibilities 2009
matches many of the rights children have with the responsibilities they have to others ages 4

Taking Duties Seriously 1999
why we cannot truly implement human rights unless we also recognize human responsibilities when we debate questions in
international law politics and justice we often use the language of rights and far less often the language of responsibilities
human rights scholars and activists talk about state responsibility for rights but they do not articulate clear norms about
other actors obligations in this book kathryn sikkink argues that we cannot truly implement human rights unless we also
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recognize and practice the corresponding human responsibilities focusing on five areas climate change voting digital
privacy freedom of speech and sexual assault and providing many examples of on the ground initiatives where people
choose to embrace a close relationship between rights and responsibilities sikkink argues for the importance of
responsibilities to any comprehensive understanding of political ethics and human rights

Rights are Responsibilities 1991
with activities photocopiable students pages and teacher s notes based on real case studies this text supports the
citizenship curriculum requirements for legal awareness it is suitable for specialist and non specialist teachers and can be
used with mixed ability groups

Rights and Responsibilities 1980-01-01
this book challenges the separation between csr and law it also demonstrates that brhr may be gradually separating from
csr through emphasis on state obligations authors from around the world discuss how businesses engage in csr and human
rights and how governments and intergovernmental organisations may support business in taking responsibility

What are My Rights and Responsibilities? 2006
curriculum for students at secondary education level or above on rights under the first ten amendments to the u s
constitution and the responsibilities of citizenship

The Hidden Face of Rights 2020-01-07
in this eleventh volume in the world over series simon and brooks examine and compare the rights and responsibilities of
citizenship across twenty one countries the countries included are canada the united states argentina brazil great britain
france germany italy sweden hungary poland russia israel egypt iran nigeria south africa india china japan and australia in
addition to reporting on the rights that citizens enjoy in these countries as for example the right to run for and hold public
office vote obtain scholarships and hold government positions the authors also describe the responsibilities that are
attached to the role of citizen for example to serve in the military serve on a jury and pay taxes when available simon and
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brooks report on public opinion data on how proud respondents are of the country in which they are citizens as measured
by such variables as whether they would rather be a citizen of their country over any other country in the world how proud
they are of their country s political influence in the world how democracy works in their country and whether they believe
they should support their country even if it is in the wrong following a brief chapter on the history of citizenship the book is
organized such that the first section provides a country by country profile of each of the issues describing rights and
responsibilities and reports on the public opinion data the second part is explicity comparative and describes the countries
against each other

The Responsive Community 1998
excerpt from the citizen his rights and responsibilities before we can determine what are the duties of a citizen we must
first clearly understand what is meant by the word citizen the most obvious meaning of the word meaning of is a member
of a city or else one who possesses the mum rights of a member of a city when we speak of citizens of london edinburgh or
dublin we mean either the men who live in these places and exercise the rights of citizenship or else persons on whom the
rights of citizenship have been con ferred as an honour but it is not in this sense that the word is used in this book about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases
an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works

Rights and Responsibilities 1998-01-01
examines the rights and responsibilities of being a citizen discussing such topics as free speech interest groups voting
taxes jury duty and running for office

Your Rights and Responsibilities 2002-06
focuses on norway and u s
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Corporate Social and Human Rights Responsibilities 2010-12-08
we often think that care is personal or intimate whereas citizenship is political and public in carefair paul kershaw urges
readers to resist this private public distinction by interrogating care in the context of patriarchy racial suppression and
class prejudice the book develops a convincing case for treating caregiving as a matter of citizenship that obliges and
empowers all in society men as much as women carefair is motivated by the rise of duty discourses across neoliberalism
the third way communitarianism social conservatism and feminisms all of which urge renewed appreciation for obligations
in civil society although unabashedly feminist kershaw argues that convergence between these discourses signals the
possibility for compromise in favour of policies that will deter men from free riding on female care he recommends
amendments to canadian parental leave child care and employment standards as part of a caregiving analogue to workfare
one invites us to rethink the place of care duties and entitlements in our daily lives public policy and perspectives on
citizenship a welcome addition to the literature carefair explores the place of private caregiving in social inclusion the
possibility that privileged breadwinners suffer some exclusion as well as a detailed blueprint for more public investment in
work family balance it will appeal to policy makers and activists interested in ideas as well as to theorists with a pragmatic
bent especially students of citizenship the welfare state and the sociology of the family

Teachers' Rights, Duties and Responsibilities 2000-01-01
several generations of americans have grown up with a very sketchy understanding of the rights granted to them by the
constitution today there is a perception that rights are free and require no responsibility that those rights have always
existed and always will but history shows that rights can be taken away in the blink of an eye this book strives to create an
awareness of the intrinsic link between rights and responsibilities

The Bill of Rights and You 2006
first published in 1992 this is volume 4 of a series of four on cultural diversity and the schools and focusses on human
rights education and global responsibilities one of the major problems facing societies in almost all parts of the world is the
inadequate accommodation of social equity with cultural diversity the crisis emanating from neglect of this issue can be
seen in societies as different and wide apart as the soviet union india pakistan the united states and the united kingdom
this series seeks to contribute through joint publication and the stimulation of greater discourse to identify the pathways to
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a less selfish and parochial response to the continuing dilemma of equity and diversity not solely within the nation state but
also internationally

The Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship the World Over 2009-01-16
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

On the Legal Rights and Responsibilities of the Deaf and Dumb 1857
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Citizen, His Rights and Responsibilities (Classic Reprint) 2016-08-26
looks at some of the rights that children have their responsibilities and how the law and the court system balance and
uphold those rights and responsibilities suggested level primary intermediate
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Rights and Responsibilities 1993
top scholars systematically explore roles rights and responsibilities of major participants in uk education the government
the educators the learners and the parents they investigate the inequalities produced by their current arrangement and
look into how changing these arrangements might lead to different outcomes for all involved

Rights and Responsibilities 1972
this volume represents key scholarship on the issue of parental rights and responsibilities selected from a dense forest of
literature the collection offers an overview of the subject and covers topics such as underlying rationales of who or what is
a parent legal concepts of parent and their linkage the legal parent accommodating complexity the nature and scope of
parental rights shared parental responsibility and parental rights and the state

The Participation Rights of the Child 1997
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Carefair 2005
this report is based on a november 1992 workshop and a february 1993 public forum which discussed some of the social
issues raised by the emergence of electronic communities the workshop examined user provider and other perspectives on
different types of networked communities including those on the internet commercial information services and grass roots
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networks the following questions were addressed in the workshop 1 what policies laws regulations or ethical standards
apply to the use of networked services who sets them how are they developed and how are they enforced 2 what are users
expectations regarding privacy and protection of their proprietary rights 3 what are the rights responsibilities and
liabilities of providers or operators of networked services or of users of these services and 4 what problems arise from
connecting systems offering these services to systems that operate under different policies the forum was organized
around a set of hypothetical scenarios designed to illuminate how issues related to and associated with free speech
electronic vandalism the protection of intellectual property interests and privacy might emerge the intent was to focus on
the concerns that policymakers in government and the private sector might have so much of the discussion involved
questions of law and how the current legal regime helps to define the boundaries of what is or is not acceptable conduct on
electronic networks background materials on technology legal underpinnings and the current policy environment are
incorporated into chapters 1 through 3 chapters 4 through 7 are devoted primarily to discussions of free speech electronic
vandalism intellectual property interests and privacy chapter 8 focuses on the deliberations of the steering committee five
appendices provide information about network technology the agendas for the workshop and forum and biographies of the
steering committee mas

The Bill of Rights and Responsibilities 1996

Human Rights, Education & Global Responsibilities 2014-07-10

The Citizen 1894

On the Legal Rights and Responsibilities of the Deaf and Dumb
2016-05-22
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The English Citizen: His Rights and Responsibilities 2019-02-25

You and the Law 1993

Roles, Rights, and Responsibilities in UK Education 2014-12-04

Parental Rights and Responsibilities 2017-07-05

On the Legal Rights and Responsibilities of the Deaf and Dumb
2020-03-09

On the Legal Rights and Responsibilities of the Deaf and Dumb. Reprinted
from the Proceedings of the Fourth Convention 2016-05-12

We Hold These Rights 1980

Rights and Responsibilities 1996
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Rights and Responsibilities of Participants in Networked Communities
1994-01-15

Our Freedoms 1985

Human Rights and Responsibilities in the World Religions 2002

Rights & Responsibilities in a Democracy 2003
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